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Laboratory medicine is essential for disease detection, surveillance, control, and management. However, access to quality-assured laboratory diagnosis has been a challenge in low-income and middle-income countries (LMICs) resulting in delayed or inaccurate diagnosis and ineffective treatment with consequences for patient safety.

In the new *Lancet* Series on pathology and laboratory medicine (PALM) in LMICs, Michael Wilson and colleagues provide a comprehensive analysis of the challenges and gaps that limit access to PALM services. Some of the challenges include the absence of essential infrastructure, laboratory supplies, basic equipment, skilled personnel, supply chain management, and equipment maintenance; reliance on empirical treatment; inadequate quality management systems; and no government standards for laboratory testing. In their Series paper, Shahin Sayed and colleagues provide a roadmap to solutions for improving laboratory medicine, and Susan Horton and colleagues call for all stakeholders to ensure the effective provision of PALM services in resource-limited settings.

Reductions in funding for global health could erode the substantial gains made so far in advancing PALM in LIMCs. The progress made over the past decade was driven largely by four factors: global investment, advocacy, laboratory innovation, and common commitment. Substantial global investments in vertical health programmes, such as the US President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), the Global Fund for AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, and the World Bank, have transformed the PALM landscape. Furthermore, strong political advocacy by regional commitments such as the Maputo Declaration and the ministerial declarations by the WHO Regional Office for Africa (WHO AFRO) and the African Society for Laboratory Medicine (ASLM), further galvanised investment in laboratory medicine.

Innovative tools, exemplified by the Strengthening Laboratory Management Toward Accreditation (SLMTA) and the Stepwise Laboratory Improvement Process Towards Accreditation (SLIPTA), enhanced the quality and reliability of laboratory diagnostic findings. SLMTA empowers laboratory managers to initiate immediate laboratory
improvement measures even without additional resources through training and mentoring, whereas SLIPTA serves as a framework of auditing laboratories in line with international standards. SLIPTA measures the progress of laboratory quality systems and awards a certificate of recognition based on the audit results. Together, SLMTA and SLIPTA have revolutionised laboratory improvement in LMICs. When SLMTA was launched in 2009, no government clinical laboratory in sub-Saharan Africa outside of South Africa was accredited to international standards. As of December, 2017, 49 countries, including 23 in sub-Saharan Africa, have implemented the SLMTA programme with 5049 people trained, and 54 of 1150 SLMTA laboratories have achieved accreditation to ISO 15189 standards. There has been an unprecedented unity of purpose between many organisations in collaborations using the SLMTA/SLIPTA tools to drive laboratory improvements. As the global community considers the call to action by Horton and colleagues, lessons learned from the past decade’s successes will be crucial in facilitating progress in the years ahead.

Flagship programmes such as SLMTA and SLIPTA must continue to be supported and scaled up. Tools similar to SLMTA/SLIPTA could be developed to strengthen microbiological laboratories for antimicrobial resistance testing and testing of other diseases.

It is important that vertical programmes such as PEPFAR, the Global Fund, and others continue to invest in important horizontal determinants of laboratory health systems, such as workforce development, infrastructure improvement, and innovation. For example, studies have shown spillover-effects in overall health-system improvement due to PEPFAR-supported HIV programmes. Thus, investment should be prioritised to support innovative tools and approaches that benefit the overall health system. For instance, the use of drones to move health products and specimens to and from remote areas might be a solution to logistical challenges, thereby strengthening the laboratory referral network.

Integration of point-of-care diagnostics into national laboratory tiered networks, with a focus on connectivity for rapid transmission of test results, will facilitate effective uptake of diagnostics for programme impact. Likewise, strengthening the interface between diagnostics and clinicians will lead to improved uptake and use of laboratory test results. A laboratory medicine leadership programme, similar to the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Field Epidemiology Training Program, will provide an opportunity to enhance collaboration between clinicians and laboratorians.
The Africa Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (Africa CDC) is well positioned to lead and facilitate sustained advocacy in promoting the centrality of laboratory medicine to help achieve the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals for health and universal health coverage. The creation of the Africa CDC in 2017 provides an opportunity to drive the laboratory medicine agenda in Africa in partnership with WHO and ASLM. The recently established Regional Integrated Surveillance and Laboratory Network by Africa CDC\(^{13}\) can play a key part in mobilising resources regionally by harnessing the existing assets in the various regions to effectively respond to disease threats.

Coordination within, between, and among governments, donor organisations, and public private partnerships\(^{14}\) will be crucial for any call to action to be effective. Regional economic bodies and host country governments must also show strong leadership in raising domestic funding for laboratory medicine and coordinating donor efforts around a common national laboratory plan to ensure sustainable capacity. Sustaining the gains made in improving laboratory medicine should be the concern of all global public health stakeholders, especially given their role in combating communicable and non-communicable infections in LMICs.
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